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The Linear-Rational Framework for the modelling of interest rates is a framework
which allows for the addition of spanned and unspanned factors, while maintain-
ing a lower bound on rates and tractable valuation of interest rate derivatives, par-
ticularly swaptions. The advantages of having all these properties are significant.
This dissertation presents the Linear-Rational Framework, and specializes the fac-
tor process to a class of diffusion models which allows for the degree of state depen-
dence of volatility to be estimated. This dissertation then finds that the estimated
state dependent volatility structure is significantly different to that of typical mod-
els, where it is set it a priori. The effect the added degree of freedom has on the
model implied swaption skew is then analysed.
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The Linear-Rational Framework for the modelling of interest rates, developed by
Filipović, Larsson and Trolle (2017), is a particularly powerful class of term struc-
ture models. The framework’s ability to respect a lower bound on rates is of major
importance, given the low interest rate environment currently being experienced
in certain markets. The framework allows for the addition of multiple spanned fac-
tors, as well as multiple unspanned factors (factors which can not be hedged using
zero-coupon bonds). Despite this significant freedom, the exact valuation of inter-
est rate derivatives remains tractable. In particular, under certain conditions, exact
pseudo-analytical solutions for swaption values exist. This can be contrasted with
the approximations that are necessary in the well known Affine Term Structure
Models, such as in Schrager and Pelsser (2006).
A significant portion of Filipović et al. (2017) is a specification, and empirical
analysis, for the factor process following square-root, CIR-type, dynamics. In this
specification the volatility of the factor process is imposed to be a scaled square
root of the position of the current state. That is the degree of level-dependence of
volatility, which is how the volatility of the factor process changes as its position
changes, is set a priori. This dissertation adds a degree of freedom to the parameter
set, which allows for estimation of the degree of level-dependence of volatility. The
specification used, which allows for the extra degree of freedom, is one where the
factor process follows CEV-type dynamics.
An empirical study is then undertaken to estimate model parameters by at-
tempting to directly reprice daily ZAR swap rates, over the period 27/09/2012-
30/03/2015. An Unscented Kalman Filter is used during this procedure. Special
reference is made to the estimation of drift parameters. In particular, the estimated
drift parameters of the factor process represent the most likely cross-sectionally fit-
ting parameters, and not necessarily to match the observed time series factor pro-
cess drift dynamics. A significant finding within the empirical study is that when
allowing for the extra degree of freedom in the CEV-type specification outlined
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above, then the degree of level-dependence of volatility is substantially different
to that of if it was set a priori, using a square-root factor process. Specifically, the
square-root factor process underestimates the contribution of the level-dependence
on the volatility.
The degree of level-dependence of volatility is connected to the skew in swap-
tions, and this relationship is then examined. In particular, it is confirmed that
when using the CEV parameters to value swaptions it results in a steeper skew,
when compared to the square-root process parameters.
The structure of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the Linear-
Rational Framework, and shows some important results thereof, such as the zero-
coupon bond valuation formula. It then briefly introduces the idea of unspanned
factors, despite the fact that the topic is not developed beyond this section, as they
are an important feature of Linear-Rational Term Structure Models. The CEV speci-
fication for the factor process, which is widely used within this dissertation, is then
introduced. The empirical study is undertaken in Chapter 3, where model param-
eters are estimated. Chapter 4 begins with the swaption valuation methodology,




This section aims to give a brief and general overview of Linear-Rational Term
Structure Models, as well as motivate some of the advantages of these models. It
then specializes the framework to a class of diffusion models, which will be studied
in greater detail during the course of the dissertation.
2.1 Framework Overview
The fundamental theorem of asset pricing (Harrison and Pliska, 1981) states that the
absence of arbitrage is equivalent to the existence of a risk-neutral measure. Fol-
lowing the approach taken in Constantinides (1992), the existence of a risk-neutral
measure is equivalent to the existence of a positive adapted process {ζt}, known
as the state price density1, such that the time-t value V (t, T ), of a time-T cash flow
CT , is given by




This is assuming a filtered probability space (Ω,F , {Ft},P), where the expectation
is an Ft-conditional expectation under P, which is considered the real-world mea-
sure. It is worth emphasising that the state price density has both a value deflat-
ing and risk adjustment role. This is due to the fact that {ζt} involves a Radon-
Nikodým process, and as a result of this the value expression in Equation (2.1) does
not require explicit use of a risk-neutral, Q, measure. This discussion is developed
slightly further in Appendix A.1.
1 Otherwise known as a stochastic discount factor, or pricing kernel. For further background on
state price density asset pricing, the reader is referred to Flesaker and Hughston (1996), Rogers (1997)
and Macrina (2014).
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The approach taken in Filipović et al. (2017) is to specify the state price den-
sity as a linear function of a multivariate factor process. This results in bond val-
ues, and the short rate, becoming linear-rational functions (that is, ratios of lin-
ear functions) of the current state. Therefore it has been conveniently named the
“Linear-Rational” framework. Linear-Rational Term Structure Models are imme-
diately arbitrage free by specification, which is due to the if and only if nature of
the fundamental theorem of asset pricing. That is, if we specify a form for the state
price density, then the model is immediately arbitrage free.
2.2 Framework Specification
In this framework it is specified that the multivariate factor process, {Xt}, whose
state space is some subset E ⊂ Rd, has the dynamics
dXt = κ(θ −Xt)dt+ dMt, (2.2)
where κ ∈ Rd×d, θ ∈ Rd, and {Mt} is a d-dimensional martingale. It is clear that
drift term of this process results in a mean reverting interpretation. The state price
density is specified to be
ζt = e
−βt(φ+ ψᵀXt), (2.3)
for some θ ∈ R, ψ ∈ Rd, such that φ+ψᵀx > 0 for all x ∈ E, and for some β ∈ R. The
linearity of the drift in Equation (2.2) allows for the time-t conditional expectation
of XT to be solved, and the calculation in the one factor case is explicitly shown in
Appendix A.2.1. One gets
Et[XT ] = θ + e−κ(T−t)(Xt − θ), (2.4)
for t ≤ T . In order to find the zero-coupon bond (ZCB) values under this frame-
work, one sets the time-T cash flow CT = 1 in the fundamental valuation Equation
(2.1). The ZCB values are given by P (t, T ) = F (T − t,Xt), as is explicitly shown in
Appendix A.2.2, where F (τ, x) is
F (τ, x) = e−βτ
φ+ ψᵀθ + ψᵀe−τκ(x− θ)
φ+ ψᵀx
. (2.5)
The short rate is then obtained through the formula: rt = − ∂∂T logP (t, T )|T=t, and
the result is shown in Appendix A.2.3 to be
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on the state space E, then a large enough β can be chosen to ensure a chosen lower
bound on the short rate is preserved. A natural choice is the smallest β that results











it is natural to set β = β∗. It then follows that the short rate satisfies rt ∈ [0, β∗−β∗].
2.3 Unspanned Factors
The idea of unspanned factors is based on the fact that there may be directions
along which the factor process, Xt, can move that results in no changes to ZCB
values, but do effect the values of interest rate derivatives. The existence of such
directions is shown in Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein (2002). These directions are
known as the “unspanned directions” of the factor process. While this dissertation
will not develop the idea of unspanned factors any further beyond this section, it is
worth including a discussion on them, given that the ease at which unspanned fac-
tors are added being a major benefit of the framework. To introduce these factors,
the definition of the kernel of a function is used: ker f(x) = {ζ ∈ Rd : ∇f(x)ᵀζ = 0}.





Intuitively, U is the space of all directions of ζ along which the ZCB value for-
mula, F (T − t,Xt), does not change for all time. On those directions along which
F (T − t,Xt) does not change, it is clear that the location of Xt cannot be recovered
just by knowledge of the value of F (T − t,Xt). In other words, knowledge of the
term structure doesn’t given sufficient information about the location of Xt along
directions in the kernel, U . This leads to the statement that the term structure kernel
is unspanned by the term structure. A major implication of the fact that ZCB val-
ues do not change when moving along unspanned directions, is that movements
along unspanned directions can not be hedged by ZCBs. This implies that interest
rate derivatives are not redundant securities, as they could be required to hedge
the unspanned directions.
As will soon be evident, it is helpful to transform the state space so that the
unspanned directions correspond to the last components of the state vector. Let
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S be an invertible matrix on Rd. The transformed factor process X̂t = SXt then
satisfies
dX̂t = κ̂(θ̂ − X̂t)dt+ dM̂t,
where
κ̂ = SκS−1, θ̂ = Sθ, M̂ = SMt.
Defining
φ̂ = φ, ψ̂ = S−ᵀψ,




The idea is that the transformation, S, maps the term structure kernel, which has
dimension n, onto the last n components of the transformed state space. Letting
U be the directions along which the term structure remains unchanged (the term
structure kernel), then
S(U) = {0} × Rn, (2.7)
where as previously mentioned n = dimU , which implies that m = d− n is the di-
mension of the spanned directions. This decomposition leads to the result that the
factor process becomes X̂t = (Zt, Ut), where the Zt factors effect the term structure
and is m-dimensional, while the Ut factors do not and is n-dimensional.
Assuming that the technical conditions required for Equation (2.7) hold, and
writing Sx = (z, u), the ZCB value formula becomes
F̂ (τ, z) = e−βτ





where κ̂zz , is the m ×m upper left block of the transformed κ parameter, θ̂z is the
first m elements of θ̂, and similarly for ψ̂z . The new formula has no effect on the
value of ZCBs and F̂ (τ, z) = F (τ, x), as is required for consistency.
Bond values are now given by P (t, T ) = F̂ (T − t, Zt), which clearly gives the
interpretation that the Ut components are the unspanned factors, as the Ut term
plays no part in the value of a ZCB. That is, the Ut components of the factor process
can not be hedged using ZCBs, and a snapshot of the term structure at any time
does not give information about the factors Ut. However, the Zt factors directly
effect the term structure, and can be retrieved from knowledge of the term struc-
ture, provided that a few technical conditions hold. That is, the Zt components of
the factor process can be hedged using ZCBs. The Zt factors are then referred to as
term structure factors.
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2.4 CEV Process
This dissertation specialises the Linear-Rational framework to a class of diffusion
models. In particular, it will examine the case that the factor process, Equation (2.2),
follows constant elasticity of variance (CEV) type dynamics, which has a state space
E = Rd+, and is of the form (Cox, 1975)
dXt = κ(θ −Xt)dt+ Diag(σ1Xα1t, ...., σdXαdt)dBt, (2.9)
with κ, θ, σ > 0. In the case that 0 < α < 1, then the factor process will have
increasing volatility as its value decreases. If α > 1 then the factor process will
have increasing volatility as its value increases, and the local martingale compo-
nent of the factor process, σiXαitdBt, will not be a true martingale (Mijatović and
Urusov, 2012). This results in the conditional expectation and bond pricing equa-
tions; Equations (2.4) and (2.5), not holding. For this reason, only values of α ≤ 1
are examined.
This process is a generalisation of the Linear-Rational Square Root (LRSQ, or
just sqrt) process introduced, and empirically examined, in Filipović et al. (2017).
An LRSQ process can be recovered by setting α = 12 , which will occasionally be
done for comparison, and to motivate the tractability of swaption valuation in
Linear-Rational Term Structure Models. It is worth emphasising that introducing
a process such as this is only possible because of the generality of the framework
where, as is stipulated in Equation (2.2), it is possible to use any martingale in the
factor process, while still making use of the results from Section 2.2.
A reflective boundary atXt = 0 is used throughout this dissertation. The reason
for this is twofold. The first, and most important, is that as is outlined and devel-
oped in Andersen and Piterbarg (2007), this guarantees uniqueness of the solution
to this SDE for 0 < α < 12 , as zero is an attainable boundary in this case. The second
reason is to guarantee that no numerical errors from the discretization of Equation
(2.9) results in negative values for the process. If α = 12 then the Yamanda con-
ditions guarantee uniqueness of the solution to the SDE, if the well known Feller
conditions do not hold, as zero is an attainable boundary in this case. If α > 12 then
zero is an unattainable boundary (Andersen and Piterbarg, 2007).
In our specification κ is a diagonal matrix by construction. This guarantees
uniqueness in the multi-dimensional specification, as each dimension is examined
individually as a single dimensional SDE. As the state space admits a canonical
representation (Filipović, 2009), we set φ = 1 and ψ = 1. Intuitively, this removes
extra degrees of freedom in the parameter set of the model. Recall from Equation
(2.6), β is a parameter which is chosen to be large enough to guarantee non-negative
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rates. With the above specification, this value is precisely β = 1ᵀκθ. Estimating the
remaining model parameters is attempted using a Kalman Filter.
Chapter 3
Parameter Estimation
In order to estimate parameters, we attempt to directly reprice market observed
swap rates. The advantage of using swap rates directly is that no bootstrapping
scheme is required to perform the parameter estimation, as would be the case if
one uses ZCBs.
From the perspective of the fixed-rate payer, a vanilla, uncollateralized1, fixed-
for-floating swap, with payment dates: T0 < ... < Tn, constant τ = Ti − Ti−1, and
a fixed rate of R, has value at time t ≤ T0 being the difference between the floating
and fixed legs;
V swapt = P (t, T0)− P (t, Tn)− τR
n∑
i=1
P (t, Ti). (3.1)
The fixed rate, R, is typically chosen fairly to give the swap an initial value of zero,
in which case
Rfair =
P (t, T0)− P (t, Tn)
τ
∑n
i=1 P (t, Ti)
. (3.2)
Given the non-linear relationship between the current state Xt, and the fair swap
rate, Rfair, an Unscented Kalman Filter is used to estimate parameters.
3.1 Unscented Kalman Filter
A Kalman filter is a tool which is used to estimate, and give a distribution for,
noisily measured variables. This is achieved by predicting the next state of a vari-
able, the so called “hidden state”, based on information in the previous state, and
1 In practice, swaps are typically collateralized. This requires the valuation of a swap to take the
LIBOR-OIS spread into account. Extending the Linear-Rational Framework to do so is discussed in
Filipović et al. (2017), and they do achieve a mildly better fit to data when using the extended frame-
work. It is however stated that simulations show the two model specifications have a very similar
behaviour for IRS rates and swaption IVs. This implies that their results, which assume uncollateral-
ized trades, are valid.
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then updating the estimate based on observed information, the so called “measure-
ments”. The algorithm is then applied recursively.
An Unscented Kalman Filter is a generalization of the classical Kalman Filter,
which can used when the prediction and measurement functions are non-linear. It
makes use of an Unscented Transform, which approximates Gaussian random vari-
ables by advancing so called “sigma points” through the non-linear function. The
Unscented Kalman Filter approximates means and covariances as a linear com-
bination of the sigma points of the Unscented Transform. In the context of this
dissertation, the measurements are swap rates, and the hidden state is the factor
process. In order to make a prediction of the factor process, an Euler-Maruyama
discretization of Equation (2.9) is used. The measurement function is a function
which takes as input the state, Xt, and the output is a swap rate. For a given set of
model parameters, a likelihood function value can be computed. The aim is then
to discover a set of model parameters which maximize this likelihood.
3.1.1 Algorithm
We now present the Non-linear Unscented Kalman Filter Algorithm (Särkkä, 2010).
In the algorithm, L is the dimension of the hidden state vector (the number of fac-
tors), γ and ε reflect the spread of the sigma points, and χ can be used to incorporate
prior knowledge of the distribution of the hidden state. There is then a scaling pa-












2(L+λ) , i = 2, ..., 2L+ 1.
The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Unscented Kalman Filter Algorithm
1. Form the matrix of sigma points from the time k − 1 mean.







2. Advance the sigma points by one time step.
Ŝk,i = f(Sk−1,i), i = 1, .., 2L+ 1,
where f(Sk−1,i) is the expected value of the Euler-Maruyama discretization of
Equation (2.9).








W ci (Ŝk,i − m̂)(Ŝk,i − m̂)ᵀ +Qk−1(mk−1),
whereQk−1 is the variance of the Euler-Maruyama discretization of Equation (2.9).
4. Now form a matrix of sigma points.







5. Compute measurements of the sigma points.
Ŷ k,i = h(S̄k,i), i = 1, ..., 2L+ 1,
where h(S̄k,i) is a function from the current state to a swap rate, given by Equation
(3.2).












W ci (S̄k − m̂k)(Ŷ k,i − µk)ᵀ,
whereRk is a diagonal matrix with identical elements on the diagonal, to reflect the
assumption of measurement variances being i.i.d. The diagonal element is named
σ2rates, and is estimated. The standard deviation, σrates, is reported.





mk = m̂k +Kk[Y k − µk],
P k = P̂ k −KkV kKᵀk,
where Y k is the observed measurement at step k.
This algorithm is then applied iteratively. A likelihood value is then calculated




[n× log(2π) + log(|V k|) + (Y k − µk)ᵀV k(Y k − µk)]
where N is the total number of time points, and n is the number of measurements.
The Likelihood function value is maximised numerically.
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3.2 Parameter Recovery
In order to illustrate that the Kalman Filter implementation and resultant likelihood
is working correctly, it is a helpful exercise to simulate a dataset of measurements
(swap rates in this case), and attempt to recover the known underlying parameters.
A simulated data set of 500 points, each with four swap rates of maturities 2, 5,
10 and 15 years, is used. The results from recovering simulated parameters, for a
two-factor model, are presented Table 3.1.











All the parameters were recovered to within a reasonable accuracy. There is,
however, a point of clarity with regards to the estimation of the drift parameters, κ
and θ. It was noted in Section 2.1 that {ζt} contains a Radon-Nikodým process, so
there is an implicit measure change in the machinery of {ζt}. That is, the parame-
ter estimation is done over the risk-neutral, Q, measure cross-sectionally to value
ZCBs, and over the real-world, P, measure to match the time series factor process
dynamics. As is discussed in Duffee and Stanton (2012), the likelihood value is
insensitive to the real world drift parameters, which implies the most likely pa-
rameters are given by the best fitting risk-neutral, cross-sectional, ZCB valuation
parameters. Recall from Equation (2.5) that the κ and θ parameters are prevalent
in the valuation of ZCBs. Therefore, the estimated parameters do not necessarily
match the real-world observed factor process dynamics. In the case for simulated
data, the same parameters are used for the, cross-sectional, ZCB valuation and for
the real-world drift dynamics, so the real-world drift parameter recovery falsely
appears successful.
It is for the above reason that Filipović et al. (2017) finds the specification which
is used in this dissertation too restrictive. They address it by introducing an ex-
tended state price density specification. In the extension they develop the state
price density under some auxiliary measure A ≡ P, and introduce a variable, δt,
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which allows for freedom to express the market price of risk as λPt = λAt + δt. The
exogenous choice of δt allows for the introduction of factors which effect the future
distribution of bond values under P, but not under Q.
As a further check for consistency the known, simulated, factor processes are
compared with the filtered factor processes in Figure 3.1.
Fig. 3.1: Simulated vs Filtered Factor Processes
Once the optimal parameters have been found, then one can use the Kalman
Filter to infer the location of the underlying states from the noisily measured vari-
ables, which are swap rates.
3.3 Empirical Results
A South African market data set is used in the empirical analysis. In this data set
there are 626 daily fair ZAR swap rates, over the period 27/09/2012-30/03/2015,
for multiple maturities. In our empirical analysis we use 2Y, 5Y, 10Y and 20Y swaps.
Estimation is done for a two-factor model. Principle components analysis shows
that two principle components account for 99.81% of swap rate variation, suggest-
ing that a two-factor model can account for nearly all of the variation observed in
the data set.
Following on from Filipović et al. (2017), α is initially fixed to be 0.5, and then
the remaining parameters are estimated. The full parametrization from Section 2.4,
which also requires estimation of α, is then considered. The results from estimating
parameters for the two specifications, from the market swap data, are presented in
Table 3.2.
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Tab. 3.2: Parameter Estimates
Sqrt process parameter Estimation




















It is noted, and will be shortly discussed, that when allowing for α to vary from
the fixed sqrt specification of 0.5, then the estimate changes significantly. Similarly,
the estimated σ parameters are substantially different between the two specifica-
tions. This can be contrasted with the estimated strength of mean reversion, κ,
and the level of mean reversion, θ, parameter estimates, which have the appear-
ance of being stable. This is due to the fact that they are similar in value between
the two specifications. Given the fact that the martingale term in the factor pro-
cess dynamics, Equation (2.2), plays no part in the valuation of ZCBs, as is seen by
Equation (2.5), then this is a good check for consistency. That is, the change of the
martingale term between the two specifications does not effect swap rates, which
are made up of ZCB values as seen in Equation (3.2). Recall that the θ and κ esti-
mates represent the most likely risk-neutral, cross-sectional, estimates. This is due
to the likelihood value being insensitive to the real-world drift parameters (Duffee
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and Stanton, 2012). Therefore θ and κ are estimated to give the most likely term
structure fit, which remains the same between the two specifications. The filtered
factor processes, using CEV parameters, are presented in Figure 3.2. This is done
in light of the discussion undertaken in Section 3.2.
Fig. 3.2: Filtered Factor Processes - CEV Parameters
The effect of the implicit measure change in {ζt} can be observed in the drift
parameter estimates. The clearest is for the θ2 estimate, which is approximately
1.58. It is observed that factor 2 remains on the interval [0, 1], which is not consistent
with a real world level of mean reversion of 1.58.
Despite not using the extended state price density specification of Filipović et al.
(2017), a good fit to swap data is achieved. The time series filtered swap rate error
is presented in Figure 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3: Filtered Swap Rate Error - CEV Parameters
The middle period of greater error came during a time of significant moves in
the market, and in particular, a steeping in the front end of the yield curve and an
increase in rates. To illustrate this, the time series swap data, as well as the spread
between 5y and 2y swaps, is presented in Figure 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4: Time Series of Data
A significant result is that when allowing the α parameter to vary from a fixed
level of 0.5, then the value is substantially different to 0.5. There is an accompany-
ing increase in the value of the likelihood of the parameters as is expected, given
the fact that a sqrt process is a subset of a CEV process. There is however not an ac-
companying increase in cross-sectional fit, as the measurement standard deviation,
σrates, is stable. The stable measurement standard deviation, σrates, is consistent
with the κ and θ parameters being stable, as follows from the above discussion
around the term structure fit. This implies that the accompanying improved fit to
the time series swap rate volatility dynamics is significant, as this is where the in-
creased likelihood originates. The extra degree of freedom, in allowing α to vary,
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allows the level-dependence of the volatility to be estimated instead of imposed.
In Figure 3.5, the difference in volatility level dependence is illustrated by plotting
the state value, X , versus Xα, for a sqrt process (α = 0.5), and the estimated CEV
parameter, (α = 0.3215). The factor values are plotted on the interval [0, 1], which
is consistent with what is observed in Figure 3.2.
Fig. 3.5: Xα for CEV and Sqrt Process
Figure 3.5 indicates that the sqrt process underestimates the contribution of the
degree of state dependence on the volatility of the process. This observation is
reflected in the parameter estimates for σ, where it is noticed that to account for
the underestimated level dependent volatility contribution, the σ parameters are
greater for the sqrt process than for the CEV process. What is not obvious, is the
relationship between the value of the factor process and the swap rate. In Figure 3.6
we present the fair swap rate, Rfair, using the CEV parameters, versus the factor
process values. The first factor process is plotted to be on the interval [0, 0.2], and
the second factor process being on the interval [0, 1]. These intervals are consistent
with what is observed in Figure 3.2.
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Fig. 3.6: Rfair vs Factor Values
It is clear that as the values of the factor processes decrease, then it results in a
decreased fair swap rate. It has also been seen, in Figure 3.5, that decreasing the
values of the factor process results in increased level dependent volatility when us-
ing estimated CEV parameters, if compared to sqrt parameters. This implies that
decreased swap rates are accompanied with increased level dependent volatility
when using estimated CEV parameters, if compared to sqrt parameters. An empir-
ical study done in Filipović et al. (2017) where changes in swap implied volatility
were regressed on changes in the swap rate level, conditional on the swap rate be-
ing within certain ranges, was undertaken. The study found that changes in swap
rates had more statistical significance when conditioning on being in a lower in-
terest rate regime. When using a CEV factor process, then the model parameters
can be estimated to accurately reflect the relationship outlined in the Filipović et al.
(2017) empirical study. This can be contrasted with the case where the level depen-
dence of volatility is imposed as an exogenous choice, such as for a sqrt process,
which as has been noted would have resulted in an underestimation of the contri-
bution to the level dependence of volatility for the data set used in this dissertation.
The level dependence of volatility is connected to the skew in swaptions, and
this is developed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Swaptions
A major advantage of the Linear-Rational framework as that despite the ability to
add multiple spanned and unspanned factors, exact swaption valuation remains
tractable. This can be contrasted with the popular Affine Term Structure Mod-
els, where approximations are often required. An example would be Schrager and
Pelsser (2006).
4.1 Swaption Valuation
























The coefficients, ci, in the second equation are read from Equation (3.1). The third
equation follows directly from the ZCB value using Equation (2.1). The conditional
expectations, ET0 [ζTi ], can be recovered from Equations (2.3) and (2.4), as was done





−βTi(φ+ ψᵀθ + ψᵀe−κ(Ti−T0)(x− θ)). (4.2)
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For the time t ≤ T0 value of this derivative, the fundamental valuation formula,









The d-dimensional integral in Equation (4.3) can be reduced to a 1-dimensional
integral by making use of Fourier methods. Theorem 4 of Filipović et al. (2017)












for µ > 0, where
q̂(z) = Et[exp(zvswap(XT0))]. (4.5)
This theorem uses a result from Fourier analysis to express the positive part of a
function as a Fourier integral, and makes use of Fubini’s theorem to change the
order of Fourier integration and expectation. The use of Fubini’s theorem places
technical conditions on µ.
A useful result is that q̂(z) in Equation (4.5) can be evaluated by using Equation
(4.6), which known as the Exponential-Affine Transform Formula, if the underlying
dynamics are affine (Filipović, 2009). That is, when the the drift vector and diffu-
sion matrices can be written in the form u(x) = u +
∑
i




respectively. This is only the case when α = 0 or α = 12 , so is not applicable in our
full specification.
Et[exp(u+ vᵀXT0)] = exp(Φ(T0) + Ψ(T0)ᵀXt). (4.6)
Within Equation (4.6), u and v are read off using Equation (4.2), while Φ and Ψ














with Φ(0) = u, and Ψ(0) = v. While the intention was to keep the expressions out-
lined in Equations (4.6) and (4.7) general, the equations for the sqrt case (α = 12) are
explicitly shown in the Appendix B. In order to value a swaption the factor process
value has to be inverted from knowledge of the current term structure, which is not
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assumed to be an exact fit. It is possible to extend the swaption valuation method-
ology to have a perfect fit to the initial term structure. This extension is developed
in the online appendix of Filipović et al. (2017).
In order to take into the account results of the parameter estimates from Chapter
3, and their effect on the value of swaptions, then we can not restrict ourselves
to affine processes. We therefore also make use of crude Monte-Carlo methods
to value a swaption. To verify consistency between the Monte-Carlo and Fourier









In Figure 4.1 we see the crude Monte-Carlo 2Y2Y ATM payer swaption value
with a three standard-deviation envelope, for n independent samples, as well as
the value achieved by using Fourier methods. The initial state is set to be X0 =
[0.5, 0.5]ᵀ.
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Fig. 4.1: Crude Monte-Carlo vs Fourier Value
The algorithm for the Monte-Carlo value of a swaption struck at rate R, for
maturity T0, is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Monte-Carlo Algorithm
1. Compute the initial value of the state price density: ζ0 = φ+ ψᵀX0.
2. Advance Xt using the Euler-Maruyama discretization of Equation (2.9), for n
independent Monte-Carlo simulations, up until the maturity of the swaption, T0.





4. Compute the T0 value of each simulated state price density ζT0 = φ+ ψ
ᵀX0.
5. Compute the value of the swaption according to the Monte-Carlo approximation








4.2 Swaption IV Skew
There are two ways to determine parameters that achieve the correct volatility
properties in a model. The first is a cross-sectional approach, and that is to look
at a skew in liquidly traded options and calibrate parameters to agree with those
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implied volatilities. This is only possible if there are liquidly traded options which
are struck away from the money. This is not the case for ZAR swaptions, and there-
fore this is not possible. The other approach is to estimate parameters that provide
the most likely time-series fit to the volatility dynamics, and this is the approach
taken in Chapter 3. We therefore observe a skew for ZAR swaptions, which has
been implied by the model estimated parameters. The implied vol presented is the













, d2 = d1 − σ
√
T0.
When a premium has been calculated (premiumMC) using Algorithm 2, then the
Black-76 IV is found by numerically solving for a root to the equation f(σ) =
premiumMC − V Black760 (σ).
When using the parameters from Chapter 3, Section 3.3, and a current state of
X = [0.1, 0.1]ᵀ the model implied IV skew for 2Y2Y payer swaptions is visible in
Figure 4.2. There are n = 200000 Monte-Carlo simulations used for the valuation
of each strike.
Fig. 4.2: CEV vs Sqrt Black-76 Implied Vol for Multiple Strikes
Figure 4.2 should be interpreted in light of the discussion in Chapter 3 and re-
calling Figure 3.5. That is, the CEV case is expected to provide a more accurate rep-
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resentation of the swaption IV skew, as the state dependent volatility is no longer
imposed, but is estimated to give the most likely fit to data. In the case that swap
rates are low, then when using the CEV parameters there is a higher state depen-
dent volatility, when compared to the sqrt parameters. Therefore, a CEV process
will be more volatile for lower rates. This implies a higher IV for deep in-the-
money payer swaptions when using CEV parameters, despite the estimated CEV σ
parameters being smaller, as this valuation includes lower swap rates. In the case
that rates are high, then the CEV and sqrt parameters have comparatively similar
state dependent volatilities (Figures 3.5 and 3.6), but the σ parameters estimated
for the sqrt process are much higher than that of the CEV process, and therefore
the sqrt process will be more volatile for higher rates. This implies that the IV for
the sqrt process is expected to be higher for deep out-the-money payer swaptions,
as this valuation only takes into account higher swap rates. Therefore based on the
parameters found in Chapter 3, one would expect a steeper skew when using the
CEV parameters, as is observed in Figure 4.2.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
This dissertation introduced Linear-Rational Term Structure Models, and highlighted
their significant benefits, which include the following: a lower bound on rates, the
ability to add multiple spanned and unspanned factors, and the ability to maintain
tractable valuation of interest rate derivatives. The factor process was specialized
to follow a CEV-type process, which allows for the degree of state dependence of
volatility to be estimated. The freedom to do so is significant as empirical evidence
suggests that changes in swap rates have more statistical significance to changes in
swap implied volatility, when conditioning on being in a lower interest rate regime.
A CEV-type process allows for this relationship to be accurately reflected. When
estimating parameters for a two-factor CEV process, on swap market data, a good
fit was achieved. This despite the fact that there were significant market moves
during the data period. The estimated parameters suggest that the degree of state
dependent of volatility is significantly different to that of models where the state
dependence is set a priori, such as in a square root process. In particular, it finds that
the state dependent volatility is underestimated when using a square root process.
The effect this has on the model-implied swaption was discussed, and it confirmed
that when using the estimated CEV process parameters the swaption IV skew was
steeper, when compared to a using square-root process parameters.
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In order to value a cash flow using no arbitrage principles, then the measure under
which the Ft-conditional expectation is taken must result in the deflated cash flow
being a martingale. Let this measure be Q, {Vt} be the value process of an asset,





Letting Zt = dQdP
∣∣
















A.2 Derivations for Section 2.1
A.2.1 Conditional Expectation of the Factor Process
Rearranging a 1-factor case of Equation (2.2) as
dXt + κXtdt = κθdt+ dMt.
Multiplying through by an integrating factor, eκ(t−t0), and grouping terms
d(Xte
κ(t−t0)) = eκ(t−t0)κθdt+ eκ(t−t0)dMt.
Integrating and the rearranging to get
Xt = θ + e




Taking the time-t0 conditional expectation
Et0 [Xt] = θ + e−κ(t−t0)(Xt0 − θ).
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A.2.2 ZCB Value Formula
Using the fundamental valuation equation, Equation (2.1), and setting CT = 1 to
get the value of a ZCB, P (t, T ).
P (t, T ) = 1ζtEt[ζT ].
Taking conditional expectations of the state price density, given by Equation (2.3),
as is required in the ZCB value formula above
Et[ζT ] = e−βT (φ+ ψᵀEt[XT ]).
Substituting in for the conditional expectation of XT , given by Equation (2.4)
Et[ζT ] = e−βT (φ+ ψᵀθ + ψᵀe−κ(T−t)(Xt − θ)). ?
Substituting this into the ZCB value formula
P (t, T ) = 1
e−βt(φ+ψᵀXt)
e−βT (φ+ ψᵀθ + ψᵀe−κ(T−t)(Xt − θ)).
Which simplifies to





The short rate is given by




This can be written in a more convenient form as




















Evaluating at T = t, and the performing cancellations, to get the result





The expression for u and v are given, as well as the system of Ricatti equations in















∂t = −κΨ +
1
2diag(σ
2)diag(Ψ)Ψ, where σ2 is a vector of squared σ values.
